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Welcome! Let's get started
This User Guide was created to help you get the most out of your Amino Labs Experience. Even if you are 
familiar with genetic engineering, science or other Amino Labs™ products, please take the necessary time to 
read through this guide. This will ensure you practice safe science, store, use and get the most out of your 
Kit and importantly, know what to do in case of a spill or accident. 

In the first section, you will learn about your kit's components, how to store them before and during your 
experiment, as well as a few tips on activities to complete before you get your hands wet. 

The second section is procedural -- these are the step by step instructions on how to run your experiment. 
Make sure to follow our tips to ensure your best success! 

The third section covers "what's next";  how to keep your creations, store or dispose of any leftover ingredients 
and general clean up instructions. 

The final section is there to help you -- a glossary, troubleshooting, and our contact information. 

Amino Labs is excited to welcome you to the world of the Genetic Engineering with the Engineer-it Kit™, 
Grow-it Kit™, Clean-it Kit™ and our entire ecosystem of easy-to-use, easy-to-succeed at products!

Following this guide will help ensure that you are getting the most out of your current and future experiences to 
keep on making new creations with DNA.  Have fun! 
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Practicing safe science
Genetic engineering and life sciences are safe activities 
when you follow simple guidelines. Read on to ensure you 
adopt safe practices. 

The kit in your hands contains only non-pathogenic 
ingredients. These are part of the biosafety Risk Group 1 
(RG1) (Biosafety Level 1). This is the most benign level and 
therefore the safest: with these kits, no special containment 
or training is required in North America. But you must follow 
these safety guidelines for your safety and the success of 
your experiment(s)!

We recommend the system and kits for ages 12+, under 
adult supervision, and 14+ with or without supervision.   
We recommend that an adult empties the discard container.  
The cleaning instructions must be strictly followed for safety 
and experiment success. Make sure to store the kit per the 
instructions found in this booklet. 

• Do not eat or drink near your experiments. Keep your 
experiment at least 10 feet from food, drinks, etc. Under 
no circumstances should you eat any of the kit’s content.   

• Immunocompromised persons: While the ingredients 
in these kits are non-pathogenic, some persons, such 
as immunocompromised persons, can be affected by 
large numbers of bacteria and should talk to their doctor 
before doing any experiment.

• Wash your hands before and after manipulating your 
experiment, or the hardware. 

• Wear gloves, even when cleaning your station or handling 
the kit contents (petri plates, loops, etc). This will protect 
you from your experiment, and your experiment from 
you. Any latex, nitrile, or general purpose gloves you can 
find at the pharmacy will do. After you put your gloves on, 
be aware of what you touch. Try not to touch your face or 
scratch itches with your gloved hands!

• If using the DNA PlaygroundTM or BioExplorerTM place it 
on a stable work surface. Keep it level at all times. 

• Clean up your station, spills and work surface before 
and after use. Use a 10% solution of chlorinated bleach 
generously sprayed onto a paper towel and rub onto any 
contaminated surfaces. (Careful! This can discolor your 
clothes). A chlorinated spray cleaner also works.

• Find a container to hold the inactivation bag where you 
will discard used items. An old 1L yogurt container, large 
plastic cup or the like will do. Used items (in science, 
these are often called consumables) will be loops, tubes 
or used petri dish.

• Eye-wear is not provided but can be worn.

You can download a biosafety poster for your space from 
www.amino.bio/biosafetyinaction and complete a short 
safety quiz at www.amino.bio/biosafety-quiz

If you would like to do a short Online lab safety course for 
your edification, we recommend a Government of Canada 
course: www.amino.bio/biosafety

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1771/6253/files/Biosafety_in_Action.pdf?1549336691869976765
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Biomanufacturing is a type of manufacturing or biotechnology that uses 
biological systems to produce commercially important biomaterials 
and biomolecules for use in medicine, food and beverage processing, 
and industrial applications. Biomanufacturing products can come from 
natural sources, such as blood, or from cultures of microbes (bacteria), 
animal cells, or plant cells grown in specialized equipment. The cells 
used during the production may have been naturally occurring or 
derived using genetic engineering techniques.

Most consumers are unaware that thousands of biomanufactured 
products available on the market today. In the medicine field, amino acids, 
vaccines, cytokines, fusion proteins, growth factors, biopharmaceuticals 
and antibodies are biomanufactured products. Insulin for example, is 
made in large bioreactors that look like microbreweries.  Amino acids 
are also biomanufactured for the food and beverage industry to improve 
the health of the food or drink. Other biomanufactured products found 
in this category are enzymes and protein supplements. Industrial 
applications that require cells or enzymes that are biomanufactured include biocementation, detergents, plastics 
and bioremediation. Bioremediation is a technique used in waste management that involves organisms neutralizing 
pollutants and other contaminants. The organisms break down hazardous substances into much less toxic (or non-
toxic) materials. It is a very cool and growing field. 

In your case, you will be completing personal-scale biomanufacturing of genetically engineered products that you 
engineered using the Engineer-it Kit. Being able to biomanufacture outside of industry and research labs is new 
thanks to Amino Labs! Enjoy the experience!

Why learn Biomanufacturing? 

Industrial Biomanufacturing Bioreactor
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How will I learn? 
Learning and prototyping with genetic engineering and cells is becoming accessible to newcomers of all ages and backgrounds 
thanks to dedicated scientists and kits such as the one you are about to use! One of the easiest ways to learn a new science, hobby 
or topic is by trying it, hands-on. 

Everything you need to complete the science is included; each ingredient in the kit is pre-measured and labeled for a stress-free 
experience. Our all-in-one stations decrease setup time, mess, guesswork and the need to collect and calibrate multiple machines. 
The included instructions should be easy-to-follow for everyone but may contain some new terms. For your reference, we have 
added a glossary at the end. 

We also have additional resources to help you go further in your learning, like the Zero to Genetic Engineering Hero book, experiment 
videos with online quizzes, and online tutoring..

Subscribe to the Amino Labs Youtube channel to view real-time guided tutorials. 

If you would like for an Amino Labs team member to guide you through your journey in real-time, 
then the Cyber Workshop, a multi-day experience, is for you. Completed via video conferencing in 
private or group setting. Book one today at www.amino.bio/products/cyberworkshop.
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The BioManufacturing kit pack has everything you need grow engineered bacteria in liquid LB Media. Growing 
bacteria in liquid media is commonly called a bacterial culture or liquid culture. This method is used for multiplying 
organisms by letting them reproduce in specific culture media, under controlled conditions. It can be used to study 
the organism or to create an abundance of them. You will remember that the blank bacteria and the transformed 
bacteria of the Engineer-it Kit were grown on plates (petri dishes); this is also a type of culturing!. 

The liquid culturing method you will use to biomanufacture your organisms suspends them in liquid LB (their 
food source) so that they may grow and divide in three dimensions. This is how most medicine and genetically 
engineered industrial products are made at scale. Since the same process can be scaled to different volumes, from 
a few mL to thousands of liters, it is great for prototyping and industrial manufacturing. We are now introducing a 
new type of biomanufacturing with the BioExplorer,  personal biomanufacturing!

Engineer-it KitTM Engineered Bacteria with Magenta DNA in liquid culture in the BioExplorer (after 24hrs) vs plain LB Media sample 

Discover biomanufacturing with your kits 
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To complete personal biomanufacturing, your Biomanufacturing kit pack is made up of 2 parts: the Grow-it Kit 
and the Clean-it Kit. 

The Grow-it components are your liquid culturing media: LB Media to fill up the reactor chamber, the selection 
marker (antibiotics) to make sure only the organisms you want to grow in the reactor are the ones that grow, and 
the inoculation syringe and buffer to inject your selected organisms in the system.   

The Clean-it components make up a 2 step-inactivation system to make sure you dispose of your culture safely 
after you are done, as well as a 1-step sterilize & rinse to sterilize your bioreactor before you get started.  Engineered 
bacteria likes to grow in sterile conditions, and this is the way safest for you to BioManufacture. This kit also 
contains a deactivation tablet to place in your discard container so that any culture that exits the system is 
inactivated right away. 

Cultures of your friendly engineered E. coli grow the fastest when there is a steady source of warmth (37 °C), 
agitation, and aeration. Make sure you use this kit with your BioExplorerTM or a traditional shaker incubator. 

The Steps you will take over the next 3+ days are: 

1. Sterilize your system (Clean-it Kit)
2. Load the system with Selective Growth Media  (Grow-it Kit)
3. Pick a colony of your bacteria & inject it in the system (Grow-it Kit)
4. Monitor the growth and experiment on your culture!
5. Dispose of the culture and Clean the system (Clean-it Kit)
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Grow-itTM 

Food (LB) 200mL: : Lysogeny broth (LB) is the standard broth used to grow E. coli bacteria 
in liquid culture. This LB comes sterilized and ready to connect to your BioExplorer for a 
complete growth cycle.¹ 

Antibiotics (selective marker) : Amino Labs’ proprietary antibiotic delivery system helps 
stabilize antibiotics for shipping and long-term storage. These capsules have a measured 
amount of antibiotics for 200 mL of liquid LB. In such small quantities, these antibiotics are 
very safe, even if ingested by accident. Do not ingest them, however!¹

Inoculating syringe: This small sterile syringe has the necessary end to enable you to securely 
connect it to the inoculating port on your BioExplorer. It allows you to inject the system with a 
colony of engineered bacteria safely.

Inoculating media: This is used to flush the bacteria out of the syringe and into your system. 
This 6 mL of inoculating media is enough for a double flush.

Kit Components
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Clean-itTM   

Solution A (2 bags): used as part of the two-stage inactivation procedure and the sterilize 
procedure. Cleaning Solution A comes as a powder inside of a disposable bag. You will add 
distilled water until the bag is full. (final volume is between 400-500 mL)¹

Inactivation Tablet: to be placed in the waste container just prior to culturing and is active for 
7 days. This ensures that during regular use, any overflow is inactivated when it enters the 
waste container.¹

Solution B bottle: You will fill this bottle with chlorinated bleach to create the cleaning Solution 
B.  Solution B is used in the second stage of the two-stage inactivation procedure. Cleaning 
Solution B should be handled with gloves and can decolor clothing. Keep this bottle for reuse. 

Solution A, B and Rinse Syringes: Each10 mL syringe is identified  as Sol. A (red), Sol. B(green) 
and Rinse (clear) and is to be used only for its specific cleaner. Keep these syringes for reuse. 

Food & Cleaning Connector: one end fits snugly onto the Solution A, Sterile Water, and the 
Food (LB) bag, while the other end connects to the Feed port of the BioExplorer.  By using it 
with the Solution A first, you will ensure it is cleaned for use with the Food (LB) bag. Keep this 
connector for reuse. 

Sterile Water Bag: this reusable bag comes filled with sterile distilled water and connected to 
the BioExplorer for the rinse cycle. Use boiled distilled water and a funnel to refill and reuse.

Discard container (optionally included) : a reusable 5L container to connect to your discard 
¹ For education purposes only.
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Food (LB): Sterile LB media 200mL
Selection/Antibiotic: variable

Solution A:  (2) 500mL

4°C

  
For a better shelf life and successful experiments, 
place your Grow-it Kit in a standard refrigerator at 
around 4°C. 

The Clean-it Kit components can remain at room 
temperature, in a dry environment. 

Do Not Freeze your kit! 

Unpacking and Storing your kit

Technical Specs
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For Best results:

BioExplorer and discard/waste container 

• Latex, nitrile, or similar gloves like the ones found at 
a pharmacy. (at least three pairs/person)

• 2 litres of Distilled water. 

• Chlorinated bleach You will need 20 mL of chlorinated 
bleach to create Solution B. 

• Chlorinated bleach spray cleaner or wipes to clean up 
surfaces (you can also mix a 10% solution: 1 part 
bleach to 10 parts water to be used for cleaning) 

Tip: you can also use the remainder Solution A for 
cleaning surfaces. But wear gloves to 
protect your skin.

Equipment needed

Material and cleaning supplies needed

Other solution:

Shaker Incubator & culturing 
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BioManufacturing Kit

Day 1
Sterilize BioExplorer, fill with 
growth media, inoculate with 
engineered bacteria

(60 minutes)

Day 2+
Feed, monitor, experiment on 
and analyze your liquid culture

(variable)

Day 2+
Empty culture in waste or tube 
for further use, 
Clean the BioExplorer

(120 minutes)

B r e w  c u l t u r e  B r e w  c u l t u r e
0 - 2 4  h o u r s

Biomanufacturing takes 3 days of hands-on activity to complete, including cleaning and disposal.
These 5 parts make up the experiment:

1. Sterilize the BioExplorer 
  Day 1 - 40 minutes 

2. Load the system with Selective Growth Media 
     Day 1 - 10 minutes

3. Pick a colony of your bacteria & inject it in the system
     Day 1 - 10-15 minutes

4. Monitor the growth and experiment on your culture!
    Day 2- variable, over 24-48+ hours

5. Dispose of the culture and clean the system
     Day 3 or +, depending on your culture - 2 hours

TimelineTimeline

Biomanufacturing with the Grow-it and Clean-it Kit
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An experiment protocol is the scientific way to talk about step-by-step instructions for completing an exercise. 
These do not include any theory or background information on the why of each step, simply how to complete 
the experiment.
 
The next pages are therefor all the detailed instructions to complete the experiment of liquid bacterial 
culturing: growing your engineered bacteria in liquid so that it may reproduce un-hindered by space or food 
restrictions. Please make sure to read all the steps in the section/sub-sections prior to starting the hands-
on manipulation; some steps will be done in rapid sequences. 

Experiment Protocol
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1. Sterilize your system  Day 1, 40-50 minutes

Goal  Make sure the BioExplorer system is sterile before your experiment by doing a short clean

Materials from your kit
1L Distilled water (not included)
(1) Sterile distilled water bag

(1) Solution A bag 
(1) Food & Cleaning Connector cap

(1) Sol. A syringe & Rinse syringe

Prepare
1.1 Make sure that a discard container is connected to the waste tube without any kinks in the tube and air is 
able to exit the container. See p.10 of your BioExplorer Quick Guide for further help/information.

1.2 Carefully fill the Solution A bag with distilled water. It will hold between 400-500 mL of liquid. You may want 
to use a clean funnel if you have one, and place your bag over the sink or paper towels. Wear gloves as this is a 
strong chemical. Close the bag tightly to avoid leaks and let stand for a few minutes with occasional mixing so 
that all the powder is dissolved.

1.3 Take your Sterile water bag. If you have a refill kit, you will need to refill the rinse bag with distilled water. 

Remember that you should NEVER POUR or PLACE LIQUIDS ON TOP OF YOUR BIOEXPLORER. 

Clean Cycle 
1.4 Once the Solution A powder is dissolved, attach the Solution A bag reusable Cleaning & Food connector and 
connect it to the feed port on the BioExplorer.

1.5 On the BioExplorer, turn on the Feed port to pull in the liquid and fill the bioreactor 3/4 full with Solution A.  

If your Feed line is not pulling in liquid when on, use the following procedure : a) get your clean line syringe*, and pull the 
plunger to fill it with air; b)connect it to the feed line; c) turn on the Feed line with the touchscreen; d) press down on the 
syringe plunger to inject air into the line. This should solve your issue! Try to feed into the system again. *if you do not 
have a clean-line syringe, use the rinse syringe and borrow the air line tube-to-syringe connector from the airport, remove 
the feed line connector and replace it with the borrowed airport line connector. inject air in with the rinse syringe. 

1.6 Turn off Feed and circulate the Solution A in the system by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 

 1.7 While the Solution A is circulating, disconnect the Solution A bag and connector from the Feed port. Draw 10 
mL of Solution A using the Solution A syringe by twisting it on the Connector cap that is still screwed on the bag. 

1.8 Slowly inject the Solution A into the Inoculation Port (blue cap). The syringe will twist-on connect to the port. 

1.9 Draw another 10mL of Solution A and inject it slowly into the Air Port. You can then remove the Connector 
cap and replace it with the Solution A bag cap. 
 

Experiment Protocol

37° Feed

Discard

O2 Feed 37° Feed

Discard

O237° O2

Feed

Inoculation

Air

1.1 1.2

1.3 or

1.4

1.5

1.7

1.9

1.6

1.8
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Sterilize your system, continued
You can keep any remaining Solution A to clean up surfaces after the experiment(s). It has a shelf life of 5 days 
when in solution. Rinse your connector cap with distilled water. You will need it again in the next steps.

*While the circulation is happening, you can flip ahead prepare for part 2 by doing step 2.1, which requires powder to 
dissolves for up to 25 minutes* 

1.10 After a full 20 minutes of Solution A circulating in the system, dispose of the Solution by turning on Discard, 
and turning off 37°C. Forward (>>) will turn off automatically. Make sure O2 is on while you dispose, as it helps 
evacuate the liquid from the system.

Rinse Cycle
1.11 Connect the Cleaning and Food connector to your Sterile Distilled Water bag. Connect it to the Feed port. If 
you have a multi-connector on your Sterile Water bag, make sure the other connector ports have caps on. 

1.12  On the BioExplorer, turn on the Feed port to pull in the distilled water and fill the bioreactor quarter-full. 

1.13  Circulate the distilled water in the system by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 

1.14 While the distilled water is circulating, draw 10 mL of distilled water using the Rinse syringe by twisting it 
on to the Reusable water/rinse bag. 

1.15 Slowly inject the distilled water into the Inoculation Port (blue cap). The syringe will twist-on to the port. 

1.16 Draw another 10mL of distilled water and inject it slowly into the Air Port (white cap). 

1.17 After 3 minutes of distilled water circulating in the system, dispose of it by turning on Discard, and turning 
off 37°C. Forward (>>) will turn off automatically. Make sure O2 is on while you dispose, as it helps evacuate the 
liquid from the system. 

Second Rinse Cycle
1.18 Repeat the steps  above,  1.12 -1.17, to perform another Rinse cycle. This time, fill the bioreactor all the way 
with water and circulate for 5 minutes.

Third Rinse Cycle
1.19 And once more! Repeat the steps  above, 1.12-1.17, to perform your third Rinse cycle. This time, fill the 
bioreactor all the way with water and circulate for 5 minutes.

Verify and end the sterilization process.
1.20 All liquids should be discarded and your reactor visibly clean and empty. The pH on screen should be above 
4. If it is not, repeat a Rinse Cycle because this means some cleaning solution is left in the system and will kill 
the bacteria you are about to inject inside!

If you see any debris in the chamber, alternate the Forward (>>) and Reverse (<<) flow direction to help dislodge.   

37° Feed

Discard

O2 Feed 37° Feed

Discard

O237° O2

Feed

Rinse Water

Feed

or

or

Rinse Water

Feed

Inoculation

Air

37° Feed

Discard

O2

Discard

O2

1.11

1.12

1.14

1.16

1.17

1.13

1.15

37° Feed

Discard

O2

Discard

O2

1.10
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2. Load the system with Selective Growth Media Day 1, 10 minutes

Goal  Add antibiotics to the (Food) LB media to make it selective and fill the Bioreactor.

Materials from your kit
(1) Food (LB Media) Bag
(1) Antibiotics pill

(1) Reusable Connector Cap

Prepare
2.1 Add the antibiotics pill to the Food (LB) bag by dropping it through the spout, closing the bag and massaging/
squishing the pill in the media so that it dissolves. The gelatin capsule itself may not fully dissolve. This can take 
up to 25 minutes. The colder the media, the longer it will take. 
 

Remember that you should NEVER POUR or PLACE LIQUIDS ON TOP OF YOUR BIOEXPLORER. 

Pre-Load the media
2.2 After the contents of the pill are dissolved, replace the bag lid with the Reusable Connector Cap that you have 
previously rinsed with distilled water.
 
2.3 Connect the Food bag to the Feed port using the connector cap, and turn on the feed port until a thin layer of 
media fills the bioreactor. 

2.4 Circulate the media by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 . Circulate for 1 minute. You should see the pH 
increase up to ~6.5.  

2.5 Discard this media by turning on Discard, keeping O2  on and turning off 37°C. 

Load the media
2.6 Fill the chamber 2/3 full with the bacteria food (LB media). There will be media left in the bag, you can leave 
the bag attached to feed the culture later on.

2.7 Circulate the media by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 . This will heat and aerate the media to optimal 
conditions for your bacteria.

Feed

37° Feed

Discard

O2 Feed

37° Feed

Discard

O237° O2

37° Feed

Discard

O2 Feed

37° Feed

Discard

O237° O2

37° Feed

Discard

O2

Discard

O2

2.

2.2

2.6

2.4

2.3

2.7

2.5
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3. Pick a colony & inject it in the system. Day 1, 10 minutes

Goal  Inoculate the sterile LB media with a single colony of transformed bacteria.

Materials from your kit
(1) Inoculation Syringe
(1) Inoculation Media 

(1) Engineered bacteria plate from your 
previously completed Engineer-it Kit 

Pick a colony
3.1 Take your Inoculation syringe and pull the plunger (blue part) completely out of the clear syringe body.

3.2 Open your plate of bacteria and touch the black rubber tip of the syringe plunger to a SINGLE colony. (A single 
colony is one colored dot on your plate). Careful! Don't touch anything else but a single colony with the rubber tip. 

3.3 Carefully place the syringe plunger back into the main body of the syringe. 

3.4 With the inoculation syringe, draw in 3 mL (half) of the inoculation media and connect the syringe to the 
inoculation port (blue cap) on your system. 
 

Inoculate the System
3.5 Rock the syringe back and forth 10 times while it is connected to the Inoculation port. This will mix your 
selected colony into the media so that you may injected in the system at the same time as you inject the media.

3.6 Slowly inject the media into the system by pressing down on the syringe plunger. 

3.7 Disconnect the syringe and draw up the rest of the Inoculation media into it. 

3.8 Reconnect the syringe to the Inoculation port and complete the mixing step by rocking back and forth 10 
times. 

3.9 Inject this media into the system by pressing down on the syringe plunger.  Disconnect the syringe and leave 
it to the side before discarding it according to instructions at the end of the experiment.

3.10 Place the cap back on the Inoculation port and make sure Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2  are on.  

Your bacteria will now grow in this liquid culture for the next 24-48 hours. At first, the media will be a clear yellow 
solution, but overtime you will see it get cloudier and then start changing color! This color will be the color of your 
engineered bacteria + the yellow tint of the media. As your culture grows, you will see the sensor values change. 
Read the next step before you walk away! 

Inoculation

37° Feed

Discard

O237° O2

3.1 3.2

3.3

3.6

3.7

3.9

3.10

3.4

Inoculation

Inoculation
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4. Monitoring Growth, Sensors and Experimenting   Day 1+

Goal Monitor the growth of your organisms,  and modify their environment, if desired.

Congratulations! 
You have set up your biomanufacturing system and culture. Now, step back, let the bacteria do the work! But 
make sure to keep an eye on the culture, you don't want to miss the color change!  At first you won’t see much 
with the naked eye, and your on-screen sensors are a fun way to notice changes you can’t see.  

Sensors 
pH See if the pH changes as the bacteria grow. What does it mean if it does? Are the bacteria creating 
something to change the pH of the media? 

Population Is the population growing? The population refers to the number of bacteria, in Billions, that are 
inhabiting your system. After 6 hours, you should see the numbers start to rise. Can you guess how fast E. coli 
replicate by noting down the population every hour or so and plotting it out ? Are your bacteria faster than the 
average? 

To make sure your population sensor is calibrated correctly, refer to the BioExplorer manual. A good time to 
calibrate it to "0.0 B" is one hour after innoculation.

Feeding your Bacteria
Your kit contains enough Food (LB) media to grow your organisms for 48 hours. There should still be food in the 
bag connected to your system. Use the Feed button to add it in the system, at the time of your choosing. 
If you wish to grow the same culture for longer you can find extra Food (LB) bags on our website, or experiment 
with making your own bacteria food source. 

Experimenting with various chemicals and liquids 
Thanks to the sensors, you have an idea of how your bacteria are doing. Are they growing? Are they warm 
enough? You can experiment with the controls on the BioExplorer and you can also experiment with feeding 
your bacteria different things. Do they like coffee? tea? sugar? salt? Find out!  Note that if you plan to extract 
your colored pigment, get some of  that culture out before you start experimenting on the rest ! 

Extracting the colored proteins
You can continue your genetic engineering experience by extracting and purifying the proteins (colors) you 
engineered and then cultured like they would in the industry. Use one of the Extract-it Kits from our store (you will 
need access to a 13 000x g centrifuge to complete the extract-it kit).

What to expect (and when)!
For the first 6 hours, not much will happen visually so keep an eye on the sensors. In the next 6-24 hours, keep 
an eye on your bioreactor, you will start to see growth and then color-change.  Keep your camera ready to 
document!    Share your results!                @aminobiolab      Tip:  Biomanufacturing makes for great time-lapses!        
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5. Discarding the culture, Cleaning and Storing the system. 120 minutes

Goal  Dispose and inactivate the culture and system.

Materials from your kit
(1) Filled Reusable water/rinse bag 
(1) Solution A bag 

(1) Food & Cleaning Connector cap
(1) Sol. A, Sol. B & Rinse syringes

(1) Solution B bottle
(1) 500 mL Distilled water

Note Want to extract the proteins (pigments) from your bacteria and use them as dyes or watercolors? Use the Liquid Culture 
Extract-it Kit. You will need access to a 13 000 x g microcentrifuge and a 50 mL tube centrifuge to complete the Extract-it Kit. In 
this case, do not inactivate your culture as you will need it. If you already have the extraction kit, visit amino.bio/instructions 
and follow the instructions for the Extract-it Kit - Liquid Culture. If you do not have the kit yet, empty your culture in a clean, 
sterile jar or sealable container and set it aside and proceed with the cleaning of your BioExplorer.

Remember that you should NEVER POUR or PLACE LIQUIDS ON TOP OF YOUR BIOEXPLORER. 
   
Prepare
Make sure that a discard container is connected to the waste tube without any kinks in the tube and air is able to 
exit the container. See p.10 or your BioExplorer Quick Guide for Discard Container Specs., if necessary.

5.1 Pour ~20 mL of chlorinated bleach into your Solution B bottle (~1/4 of the bottle). This is your Solution B!

5.2  Carefully fill the Solution A bag with distilled water. It will hold between 400-500 mL of liquid. You may want 
to use a funnel. Make sure to wear gloves as this is a strong chemical. Close the bag tightly to avoid leaks. Let 
the bag stand for a few minutes with occasional mixing so that all the powder is dissolved. You may use left over 
Solution A already dissolved, if it has been less than 5 days since you added water to the bag.

Discard
5.3 Empty the bioreactor by turning on Discard and O2. Make sure the discard container is connected, that there 
are no kinks in the discard tube and that the 37°C heating for the bioreactor is off. 

Cleaning Step 1: Solution A
This part similar to, but not the same as the sterilization performed earlier. Follow all the steps to safely inactivate your system.

5.4 Once the Solution A powder is dissolved, attach the Solution A bag reusable Cleaning & Food connector cap.

5.5 On the BioExplorer, turn on the Feed port to pull in the liquid and fill the bioreactor with Solution A. 

5.6 Circulate the Solution A in the system by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 

5.7 While the Solution A is circulating, disconnect the Solution A bag and connector from the Feed port. Draw 10 
mL of Solution A using the Solution A syringe by twisting it on the Connector cap that is still screwed on the bag. 

5.8 Slowly inject the Solution A into the Inoculation Port (blue cap). The syringe will twist-on connect to the port. 

37° Feed

Discard

O2 Feed 37° Feed
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Discarding the culture, Cleaning and Storing the system.
 
5.9 Draw another 10mL of Solution A and inject it slowly into the Air Port (white cap).  

5.10 After a full 20 minutes of Solution A circulating in the system, dispose of the Solution by turning on Discard, 
keeping O2 on and turning off 37°C. 

5.11 Refill the bioreactor with Solution A, and circulate for another 20 minutes (or more) by turning on Forward 
(>>) +  37°C + O2. Repeat the syringing steps 5.7 to 5.9 while circulation is happening.

5.12 Empty the bioreactor by turning on Discard, O2. and turning off 37°C.

Rinse Cycle
5.13 Refill the Sterile Distilled Water bag with store bought distilled water. You will use the second bag of Sterile 
Distilled water included in your kit during the final rinse. Connect the bag to the Feed port using one port of the 
connector on the bag. Make sure the other connector ports have caps on. 

5.14  On the BioExplorer, turn on the Feed port to pull in the distilled water and fill the bioreactor quarter-full. 

5.15  Circulate the distilled water in the system by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 

5.16 While the distilled water is circulating, draw 10 mL of distilled water using the Rinse syringe by twisting it on 
another port of the connector from your Water bag. 

5.17 Slowly inject the distilled water into the Inoculation Port (blue cap). The syringe will twist-on to the port. 

5.18 Draw another 10mL of distilled water and inject it slowly into the Air Port (white cap). 

5.19 After 3 minutes of distilled water circulating in the system, dispose of it by turning on Discard, and turning 
off 37°C. Forward (>>) will turn off automatically. Make sure O2 is on while you dispose, as it helps evacuate the 
liquid from the system.

Second Rinse Cycle
5.20 Repeat the steps  above, 5.14 -5.19, to perform another Rinse cycle. This time, fill the bioreactor all the way 
with water and circulate for 5 minutes.

Cleaning Step 1: Solution B
NOTE: Solution B is a chlorinated cleaner, be careful not to get it on your clothes, it will remove colors! 

5.21 Refill the bioreactor with distilled water, and circulate by turning on  Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2. 

5.22 After the system has circulated for a 1-5 minutes, using your Solution B syringe, draw 10 mL of Solution B 
from the bottle and inject it slowly into the inoculation port (blue cap).
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Discarding the culture, Cleaning and Storing the system.
 
5.23 With the Solution B syringe, now draw 10 mL of Solution B and inject it slowly into the air port (white cap).

5.24 Circulate for 50 minutes or more (up to 3 hours). 

5.25 Circulate the system in Reverse (<<)  for 15 minutes, or more.

5.26 Empty the system by turning on Discard and O2, making sure 37°C is turned off.

Rinse Cycle
5.27  Turn on the Feed port to pull in the second Sterile Distilled Water bag and fill the bioreactor quarter-full.

5.28  Circulate the distilled water in the system by turning on Forward (>>) +  37°C + O2 

5.29 While the distilled water is circulating, draw 10 mL of distilled water using the Rinse syringe by twisting it on 
another port of the connector from your Water bag. 

5.30 Slowly inject the distilled water into the Inoculation Port (blue cap). The syringe will twist-on to the port. 

5.31 Draw another 10mL of distilled water and inject it slowly into the Air Port (white cap). 

5.32 After 3 minutes of distilled water circulating in the system, dispose or it by turning on Discard, and turning 
off 37°C. Forward (>>) will turn off automatically. Make sure O2 is on while you dispose, as it helps evacuate the 
liquid from the system. 

Second Rinse Cycle
5.33 Repeat the steps  above, 5.27 -5.32,  to perform another Rinse cycle. This time, fill the bioreactor all the way 
with water and circulate for 5 minutes.

Final Rinse Cycle
5.34 Repeat the steps  above, 5.27 -5.32, to perform a final Rinse cycle. This time, fill the bioreactor all the way 
with water and circulate for 5 minutes.

Visual Inspection and storage
5.35 All liquids should be disposed and your reactor visibly clean and empty. See p.24  to dispose of the contents 
of the waste container. If your reactor is not visibly clean,  you can continue rinsing until it is. Using Forward (>>) 
and Reverse (<<) can help dislodge any residue, as can gently tapping on the bioreactor to very gently shake it 
from front to back. If all else fails, a 60 minute circulation of 10% Chlorinated bleach will do. Rinse well after. 
Wipe down your equipment with 10% Chlorinated bleach or Solution A.  View p.24 to see how to store the system.
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Congratulations! By inoculating your culture with your engineered bacteria, and culturing 
them over 16-24+ hrs, you have successfully genetically engineered living organisms to 
produce DNA programs for you!  Just like a scientist in research or industry, you can now 
harness the power of DNA to create. That is no small feat! 

For the first 6-24 hours, you've kept an eye on your bioreactor and data—seeing cells 
growing, multiplying and even changing colors as they produced your DNA program.

You may be continuing on with the Extract-it Kit, or wish to experiment further on your culture by continuing to 
grow it, or brewing up a new batch after you've experimented and discarded the old one. Complete a cleaning 
cycle between each batch if you want to start with your original bacteria. But, did you know that if you empty your 
bioreactor and fill it back up with the Food (LB) media without cleaning it, your original engineered organism will 
keep growing? (as long as you didn't experiment on it with various chemicals or liquid) Endless production is at 
your disposal!    ....Well, maybe not endless... bacteria have a neat way of getting rid of any extra requirements 
on their metabolism, such as color-making, and will eventually mutate that color-making ability out. You could 
keep feeding them and emptying out the culture every few days to see how long it would take for your organisms! 
Or you could learn more in one of our Cyber Bioworkshop, where an Amino Labs scientist will answer any and 
all your questions, as well as complete an experiment with you in real-time. 

Once you know how to Biomanufacture, there are a lot of options out there! 

For now, lets make sure you dispose of, and store your remaining material correctly. 

 

After your Experiment
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After your experiment, you will have a discard container with some or all of your culture, your inoculation media tube, food and cleaning 
bags, etc:  

1. Your experiment petri dish can be preserved after you've selected your colony with a Keep-it Kit from our online store. Keep the petri 
dish in a zip-lock in a cool area, out of sunlight in the meantime. If not, place it in your inactivation bag along with all the inoculation 
media tube and the inoculation syringe and follow the inactivation procedure.

2. Empty out the Food (LB) Bag into the waste container by removing the lid and pouring in the liquid and then the bag can go into the 
regular garbage. The Solution B bottle and Solution A bags can be emptied down a sink or toilet and thrown out in regular garbage.    

4. To dispose of the inactivated content in the Waste Container, leave it inactive for 24 hours. This will allow the inactivation solutions 
to fully kill everything in the container. Then, simply pour it down the toilet. Thanks to the inactivation tablet you added at the beginning 
and Solution A + B, all of the contents are completely inactivated. 

3. To wipe down your work surfaces and equipment, use a chlorinated spray cleaner, whipes or a solution of 10% bleach. Do not use 
rubbing alcohol on the Minilabs. 

4. To clean the reusable items place them in a microwave safe container, fill it with distilled water, and boil it in the microwave for 5 
minutes. Let them dry on a paper towel and return them to their plastic bags and store. The Reusable water/rinse bag can be emptied 
and stored.

5. If you are continuing on to the Extract-it kit, you should do so in the next few days.

6.  If you are storing your BioExplorer away for more than two weeks, you want to have the pH sensor immersed in liquid (distilled water, 
or some of the storage buffer you will have received). Simply use Feed tube immersed in the Storage Buffer to pull in storage buffer until 
you see the liquid come through the "middle leg" of the bioreactor. This will mean your pH buffer is immersed. Do not circulate.  After 
your system is wiped and clean on the inside and outside, you can store your system in a safe and dry location.  

Storage, Disposal & Clean Up
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More Information

All Amino Labs products, from the hardware to the DNA, are invented, designed, 
manufactured and shipped by us, in our laboratory- workshop in Canada and we'd love 
to hear your feedback and suggestions to continue to make our products better and 
fitting to your needs.  Answers to your questions and help are also just an email away. 
 
Help and General inquiries:  help@amino.bio
Feedback, Suggestions, Comments:  j@amino.bio
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You will most likely perform your Biomanufacturing in the BioExplorer. The 
BioExplorer is a continuous bioreactor, which means that waste or overflow 
exits the system periodically. Therefor, a discard container with inactivation 
solution must be connected to collect this overflow. You may have a discard 
container provided with your system. If not, a 4L bottle will do.  Your container 
must allow for air venting and for your waste tube to be secure. Air circulated 
in the system will be channeled there and must be allowed to escape. 

Amino Lab's discard container: Securely connect the waste tube 
your discard container lid. Make sure that the small air hole on the 
container handle is not blocked.  

Creating your own discard container: We suggest drilling 2 holes 
in the lid of your 4L bottle; one for the discard tube, one for the air 
vent. Fasten the lid on to prevent accidental spills.

Waste Container

Tube 
1/

4
 - 3/

16
”

Air Vent
1/

16
 -  1/

4
”
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Antibiotics: When you transform bacteria, they will 
become resistant to a type of antibiotics no longer 
used in hospitals. This antibiotic will be mixed in 
with the agar and LB so that, as you incubate your 
culture, only transformed bacteria will grow. This is 
called a “selection marker”.

Cells: Cells are tiny, living units that function like 
mini-factories. Bacteria are single-celled organisms 
(unicellular) microorganisms. They are different 
from plant and animal cells because they don't have 
a distinct, membrane-enclosed nucleus containing 
genetic material. Instead, their DNA floats in a 
tangle inside the cell. Individual bacteria can only 
be seen with a microscope, but they reproduce so 
rapidly that they often form colonies that we can 
see. Bacteria reproduce when one cell splits into two 
cells through a process called binary fission. Fission 
occurs rapidly, in as little as 20 minutes. 

Competent Cells: Since DNA is a very hydrophilic 
molecule, it won’t normally pass through a bacterial 
cell’s membrane. In order to make bacteria take 
in the DNA plasmid, the cells must first be made 
“competent” to take up DNA. This is done by creating 
small holes in the bacterial cells by suspending them 
in a solution with a high concentration of calcium. 

DNA can then be forced into the cells via heatshock, 
and then putting them back on ice. This is called a 
“Transformation” or "Bacterial Transformation". 

Culture: Cultures are a method of multiplying 
microbial organisms by letting them reproduce 
in predetermined culture media under controlled 
conditions. Cultures are foundational methods used 
extensively as a research tool in biology. One method 
of bacterial culture is liquid culture, in which the 
desired bacteria are suspended in a liquid nutrient 
medium, such as Luria Broth, in a glass vessel. 
This allows a scientist to grow up large amounts of 
bacteria for a variety of downstream applications 
like prototyping and manufacturing.

Inoculation: when you introduce bacteria into a 
medium suitable for its growth.

Selective: A selective plate means it contains 
antibiotics. When you insert a new DNA program 
into cells to make them create pigments, or anything 
else, you also put a “selective marker” (antibiotics 
resistance) inside the code. This means that only 
the cells that have taken up the new program will 
be able to grow on a plate that has the antibiotics 
mixed in: You only get the cells you transformed!

Glossary
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You can't see any growth in your system and its been 
24+ hours:  Don't worry, every scientist has experienced 
this, and it can take some practice before success.  

1. Double check that your bioreactor is on 
at 37°C (if not, or if you are growing at room 
temperature, then it can take much longer to see 
the bacteria colonies. Keep waiting!) - you may 
have accidentally turned on the petri dish incubator 

 2. You may not have injected the bacteria in the system 
- it may have stayed in the syringe or on the plate. Try 
again! If you discarded the syringe, your pharmacy may 
have some in stock, or contact us for a new one. 

You can see any growth in your system but it is 
not colored (white-ish) and its been 24+ hours  

1. Did you add the antibiotics to the Food (LB) bag? 
Without selection, bacteria from your Engineer-it Kit will 

decide to lose the DNA plasmid and grow preferentially 
with out it.

2. Remember that LB media is yellow and so the color 
of bacteria you're growing may not appear as they did 
on the petri dish! Purple + Yellow can look grey in color! 

If something is growing and it is not what you expected, 
(i) not the right color; ii) not colorful at all; iii) is black 
when it shouldn’t be) Danger! This is a sign that your 
culture is NOT YOUR ENGINEERED BACTERIA. You 
should immediately inactivate it using the cleaning 
procedure in Step 5. Also clean your workspace.

There may be mold in your environment. We 
recommend,  getting a small air purifier with a HEPA 
filter for the room.   

If anything else causes you issues, please contact us :
help@amino.bio

Troubleshooting
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